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A B S T R A C T   

The temperature dependence of the electric resistivity measured in various magnetic fields was analyzed by the 
vortex glass theory and the thermally activated flux motion (TAFM) theory. The vortex glass-to-vortex liquid 
(GTL) transition Tg obtained from the analysis shows a temperature dependence of Bg(T) = B0(1 − T/Tc)

m. The 
vortex liquid region is divided into the critical region existing in a finite temperature region just above Tg and the 
TAFM region present in the finite temperature region above it. In the critical region, the activation energy is 
expressed as Ueff = kBT(Tc − T)/(Tc − Tg), whereas in the TAFM region, the activity energy is expressed as 
temperature-nonlinear U(T,B) = U0(B)(1 − t)q. In the GTL transition, (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 main-
tains the 3D vortex structure without exhibiting dimension crossover of the vortex, but Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92P-
t0.08)2As2)5 exhibits the dimension crossover from the 3D vortex glass to the 2D vortex liquid.   

Introduction 

The Ca10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 system attracts a lot of attention as a rare 
class of iron based superconductor that exhibits superconductivity with 
semiconductor electrical properties due to local electrons [1]. The 
optimally electron-doped (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(P-
t3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 single crystals raise critical temperatures to 
about 32 and 13 K, respectively. This system also exhibits other iron- 
based superconductor properties such as multiband nature [2,3], high 
upper critical field [4,5], and high critical current [6]. In addition, this 
system has a high anisotropy, γ ~ 6.7 for the former [4] and ~10.2 for 
the latter [5], near Tc and a very high penetration depth [2,7] and low 
superfluid density [7,8]. 

The Ca10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 system has a layered Ca-(Pt3As8)-Ca- 
(Fe2As2) stack [1]. The Ca layer acts as a charge reservoir, and the 
intermediary Pt3As8 layer serves to control the superconducting 
coupling between the superconducting layer Fe2As2. This structure is 
similar to cuprates having intermediary layers [9], especially 
Bi2Sr2Can− 1CunO2n+4+x. In Bi2Sr2Can− 1CunO2n+4+x, it has been pro-
posed that the high Tc is controlled by the change of coupling between 
CuO2 planes through the intercalation of the intermediate layer 
[10–13]. In this sense, the Ca10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 system is one of the key 

candidates to provide an important clue to understanding high-Tc su-
perconductivity. For a comprehensive understanding of superconducti-
vity in this system, vortex dynamics by thermal fluctuation, along with 
determination of parameters such as high upper critical fields, is also 
very important. In the mixed state, thermal fluctuations directly affect 
the vortex motion by thermally activated flux motion (TAFM) and lead 
tails in the superconducting transition. 

The magnitude of thermal fluctuation is quantified by the Ginzburg 
number, Gi = 10− 9( κ4Tcγ2/Hc2(0)

)2, where κ = λ0/ξ0 is the Ginzburg- 
Landau parameter (λ0 is the London penetration depth andξ0 is the 
superconducting coherence length) , γ = ξab/ξc is the anisotropy ratio, Tc 
is the critical temperature in unit of K and Hc2(0) is the zero-temperature 
upper critical field in unit of Oe. The Ginzburg number is Gĩ 10− 8 −

10− 5 for conventional low-Tc superconductors, while Gĩ 10− 2 − 10− 1 

for high-Tc cuprates [14]. Strong thermal fluctuations induce various 
vortex phases and vortex dynamics in high-Tc cuprates. In iron-based 
superconductors, for SmFeAs(O1− xFx), Gĩ 1 × 10− 2 showed almost 
the same magnitude as cuprates [15], and many studies have been 
conducted to study various vortex phases and dynamics [16–19]. The 
(Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 
single crystals studied here show Gĩ 1.5 × 10− 2[2,4] and Gĩ 3 × 10− 2 

[5,20], respectively, which equivalent to or larger than that of SmFeAs 
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(O1− xFx), one of the samples with the largest value of Gi in iron-based 
superconductors. Therefore, these samples are expected to show 
various vortex phases and vortex dynamics due to strong thermal 
fluctuations. 

In this study, the electrical resistivity under a magnetic field was 
measured with high precision in (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5, 
substituted with La ions instead of Ca ions in the charge reservoir Ca 
layer, and Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5, substituted with Pt ions 
instead of Fe ions in the superconducting (Fe2As2) layer, to study their 
vortex phase and vortex dynamics. In this analysis, the magnetic field 
dependence of zero-temperature activation energy is determined based 
on the TAFM theory. In addition, the vortex glass-to-vortex liquid (GTL) 
transition temperature Tg showing the zero electrical resistivity is 
observed at a lower temperature, and a critical region represented by the 
effective activation energy, which is different from the activation energy 
in the vortex liquid phase, exists just above Tg. 

Experimental details 

Single crystals of (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(Pt3As8) 
((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 were grown by a Bridgman method and self-flux 
method, respectively. The precursors of CaAs, LaAs and FeAs were 
synthesized in evacuated quartz ampoules at 550, 800 and 1050 ◦C, 
respectively. The growth of (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 single 
crystal is as follows: the powders of CaAs, LaAs, FeAs and Pt were mixed 
in the mortar, and then the mixture was placed in a BN crucible. Then, 
BN crucible was placed in a Mo crucible to prevent reaction of between 
the mixture and metal crucible. The whole procedure was carried out in 
a glove box under an Ar gas atmosphere. The Mo crucible was sealed 
with an arc welder under an Ar gas. The welded Mo crucible was placed 

in a high-vacuum electric furnace having a high temperature stability of 
± 0.1 ◦C and a single crystal was grown at 1250 ◦C. The typical size of 
(Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 single crystals is ~2 × 2 × 0.5 mm3. 
For the single crystals of Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5, the pre-
cursors of CaAs and FeAs were used as self-flux for single crystal growth. 
These precursors and Pt powder were mixed well in the mortar ac-
cording to the ratio of CaAs : FeAs : Pt = 2 : 2 : 1. The weighed mixture 
was placed in a BN crucible and put in a quartz ampoule. This whole 
procedure was carried out in a glove box. The quartz ampoule was 
sealed under high vacuum. The sealed ampoule was slowly heated to 
1150 ◦C, maintained for 5 days, slowly cooled to 850 ◦C at a rate of 3 ◦C/ 
h, followed by water quenching immediately. Since CaAs flux is sensitive 
to air and moisture, single crystals can be easily obtained by naturally 
decomposing the bulk in the air for a day. The thickness of the single 
crystals obtained by self-flux method is thinner than (Ca0.85L-
a0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 single crystal grown by the Bridgman method, 
and the typical size of the sample is ~2 × 2 × 0.1 mm3. 

The in-plane electrical resistivity on B//c-axis in the single crystals 
were performed by using an Oxford superconducting system. The elec-
trical resistivity was measured by a standard four-probe method at a 
current density of ~20 A/cm2. The surface of the samples was patterned 
with four gold electrodes using Au evaporation to reduce the contact 
resistance, and gold wire was attached to the electrodes using silver 
epoxy (EPO-TEK H20E). The contact resistance was below 1 Ω. The 
temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity was measured from 
2 to 85 K at about 0.04 K intervals under applied magnetic fields of B =
0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 T. 

Fig. 1. (a) XRD pattern of the (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 single crystals. (b) The inset is a magnified (002) peak. (c) 
Temperature dependence of ZFC and FC magnetic susceptibility measured at H = 20 Oe for H//c in (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92P-
t0.08)2As2)5 single crystals. (d) Magnetic field dependence of magnetization M(H) and (e) critical current Jc(H) of (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(Pt3As8) 
((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 single crystals at 2 K for H//c. 
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Results and discussion 

The XRD results for (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(P-
t3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 single crystals are shown in Fig. 1(a). In both 
samples, only (00l ) oriented peaks are observed, indicating that the c- 
axis of the single crystal is perpendicular to the plane where the x-ray is 
incident, and that there is no secondary phase. Each peak shows a double 
peak structure because the used x-ray is composed of Cu-Kα1 and Cu-Kα2. 
The interplanar distance d of the Fe2As2 layer evaluated from these 
peaks is 10.371 and 10.301 Å in (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and 
Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5, respectively, which is almost similar 
to the reported results [4,6]. Also, as seen in Fig. 1(b), the full width at 
half maximum of the peaks is very narrow as FWHM ~ 0.1◦, which in-
dicates that the single crystal is well aligned. 

The temperature dependence of zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field- 
cooled (FC) magnetization measured at H = 20 Oe for H//c in 
(Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 
is shown in Fig. 1(c). (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(Pt3As8) 
((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 exhibit diamagnetic onsets at 31.5 and 13.5 K and 
then reach full magnetization at about 25 and 9 K, respectively. The full 
magnetization in both samples corresponds to 4πχ = − 1, indicating that 
both samples exhibit perfect diamagnetism due to bulk superconducti-
vity. Fig. 1(d) shows the magnetization M(H) as a function of the mag-
netic field at 2 K for H//c in (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and 
Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5. M(H) in both samples show magneti-
zation hysteresis loops. We evaluated the critical current Jc(H) at 2 K 
using the Beans model [21] from their magnetization hysteresis loops. 
The evaluated Jc(0) is 7.3 × 105 and 2.3 × 106 A/cm2 for Ca10(Pt3As8) 
((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 and (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5, respectively. 
Jc(0) of the former is about three times larger than that of Pt-overdoped 
Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.895Pt0.105)2As2)5 [6], and Jc(0) of latter is about 1/2 
compared to that in K-doped Ba122 with similar Tc [22]. The M(H) 
curves for both samples show a second peak called a fishtail. The fishtail 
effect has been observed in other iron-based superconductors, where it 
has been interpreted as a crossover from vortex elastic to plastic defor-
mation [23]. Analysis at detailed temperatures is required to check the 
validity of the crossover model in our sample. 

Fig. 2(a) and (b) show the temperature dependence of the in-plane 
electrical resistivity of (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(P-
t3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 single crystals on a semi-logarithmic scale 

measured under a magnetic field applied along the c-axis, respectively. 
The superconducting critical temperature in the zero magnetic field is 
about Toff

c = 32.2 K and 13.2 K, respectively, which is consistent with the 
results of the magnetic susceptibility described above. Since the elec-
trical resistivity bends downward as the temperature decreases in the 
normal state, the superconducting transition width ΔTc was determined 
from twice the temperature difference corresponding to 0–50% of the 
normal state electrical resistivity value: ΔTc= 0.5 K for the former and 
ΔTc = 0.6 K for the latter. 

As shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), the electrical resistivity due to the 
transition to the superconducting state shows typical broadening as the 
magnetic field increases due to thermally activated flux motion (TAFM). 
The activation energy U0 for the flux motion is usually determined by 
linear fitting in the appropriate temperature range in each Arrhenius 
plot. This analysis is only valid for the linear temperature dependent 
activation energy, U(T,B) = U0(B)(1 − t), where t = T/Tc. In this case, 
Ua = − ∂lnρ/∂(1/T) is constant with temperature changes. As shown in 
Fig. 3(a) and (b), Ua for the samples studied here is completely different 
from that. To further solve this problem, we also conduct a study on 
TAFM of the studied sample through a method performed earlier by 
Zhang et al. [24,25]. For the thermally activated flux motion, the elec-
trical resistivity is given by 

ρ(T) = (2ρcU(B,T)/T)exp( − U(B,T)/T) (1) 

Prefacter ρ0f = 2ρcU(B,T)/T is generally temperature dependent, but 
in the analysis of many high-Tc superconductors it was assumed to be 
constant. The activation energy is given as a nonlinear U(T,B) =

U0(B)(1 − t)q. Using this, Eq. (1) is given by 

D = lnρ(T) = ln(2ρcU0(B))+ qln(1 − t) − lnT − U0(B)(1 − t)q
/T (2)  

and the derivative of Eq. (2) as 1/T is given by 

Ua = − ∂lnρ/∂(1/T) = [U0(B)(1 − t)q
− T ][1+ qt/(1 − t) ] (3) 

The solid green line in Fig. 3(a) and (b) is the best fits for Ua at 6 T 
with Eq. (3) in (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(Pt3As8) 
((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5, respectively, and the solid green line in Fig. 4(a) 
and (b) shows the best fits corresponding to the data measured in each 
magnetic field. The best fit agrees well with the experimental values 
only in a limited temperature range. The best fits were achieved with Tc 

Fig. 2. (a) and (b): temperature dependent electrical resistivity with various applied magnetic fields along c-axis for (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and 
Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 single crystals, respectively. Inset: temperature dependent electrical resistivity near Tc for the samples. 
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Fig. 3. Derivatives from in-plane electrical resistivity measured on (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 single crystals at B = 6 T. 
(a) and (b): derivatives Ua = (dlnρ(T) )/

(
dT− 1) for the former and the latter, respectively. The green line is the fit according to Eq. (3), and the red line is the fit 

according to the expression ρ(T) = ρn
[
exp

(
Ueff/kBT

) ]s with Ueff = kBT(Tc − T)/(Tc − Tg). (c) and (d): derivatives D = lnρ(T) for the former and the latter, respec-
tively. The green line is the fit according to Eq. (2), and the red line is the fit according to the expression ρ(T) = ρn

[
exp

(
Ueff/kBT

) ]s with Ueff = kBT(Tc − T)/(Tc − Tg). 
(e) and (f): derivatives R = (dlnρ(T)/dT )

− 1 for the former and the latter, respectively. The red line is the fit according to TAFM model, and the green line is fit 
according to Eq. (4). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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= 32.3 K and q = 1.52 for (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Tc =

12.8 K and q = 2 for Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5. In Fig. 3(c) and 
(d), the green solid line shows the best fit for D at 6 T with Eq. (2) in 
(Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5, 
respectively, and the green solid line in Fig. 5(c) and (d) shows the best 
fits corresponding to the data measured in each magnetic field. These 
best fits agree well with the experimental values in the fitting temper-
ature range using Eq. (3). The best fits in both methods above were 
achieved with the same values for fitting parameters. The zero- 
temperature activation energy U0(B) determined by both methods was 
also the same, which is shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b) for (Ca0.85L-
a0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5, respec-
tively, as log–log scales. In both samples, the zero-temperature 
activation energy shows the dependency of U0(B)̃ B− α with α = 1.11 for 
the former and α = 1.68 for the latter in the entire measured magnetic 
field region. The behavior of U0(B)̃ B− α can be understood by plastic 
creep theory [26]. According to the plastic flux creep model, U0(B)̃
B− 0.5 are predicted by the plastic deformation or entanglement of vortex 
lines in vortex liquid weakly pinned to point defects. Cutting or recon-
necting the vortex lines that occur due to the relative movement be-
tween such entangled vortex lines changes the motion of the vortices, so 
the exponent can change within a certain range. As an example, α̃ 0.7 
in untwinned YBCO was observed by the vortex entanglement in weakly 
pinned vortex liquid [27]. A larger exponent is expected by entangle-
ment of vortex lines in vortex liquid strongly pinned to point defects 
[27]. 

Based on this theory, it can be thought that point defects mainly 
caused by heteroatoms doped in our samples play an important role in 
vortex pinning and lead to weakly or strongly entangled vortices 
depending on the strength of the magnetic field. The exponent in these 
two samples is significantly larger than 0.7 for the weak pinning 
described just above, so the magnetic field dependence of the activation 
energy in both samples can be expected to be caused by strong pinning 
in the measured magnetic field region. This strong pinning will be dis-
cussed just below, but it is also inferred from the large U0 in a low 
magnetic field compared to similar Tc materials. As the magnetic field 
increases in the measured magnetic field region, the plastic deformation 
or entanglement of the vortex lines leads to a reduced correlation length 
along the vortex line, resulting in a decrease in activation energy due to 
weakened vortex line coupling. A larger exponent α in the Ca10(Pt3As8) 
((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 sample compared to (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8) 
(Fe2As2)5 means that the vortex lines are more entangled according to 
this theory. This strong entanglement causes a shorter correlation length 
along the vortex line in Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5. This produces 
larger anisotropy in the Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5, which is well 
consistent with the reported results [4,5]. The stronger anisotropy in 
Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 causes q = 2, unlike the q = 1.52 
observed in (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5. In general, q = 1.5 is 
observed in high-Tc superconductors such as LiFeAs [28] and YBCO [29] 
showing 3D behaviors, while q = 2 is observed in high-Tc supercon-
ductors such as SmFeAs0.9F0.1 [25], GdBCO [30] and Tl2Ba2CaCu2Ox 

Fig. 4. (a) and (b): temperature dependence of Ua = (dlnρ(T) )/
(
dT− 1) for 

various magnetic fields in (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(Pt3As8) 
((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 single crystals, respectively. The green line is the fit ac-
cording to Eq. (3), and the red line is the fit according to the expression ρ(T) =
ρn
[
exp

(
Ueff/kBT

) ]s with Ueff = kBT(Tc − T)/(Tc − Tg). (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 

Fig. 5. (a) and (b): D = lnρ(T) vs. 1/T plots for various magnetic fields in 
(Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 single 
crystals, respectively. The green line is the fit according to Eq. (2), and the red 
line is the fit according to the expression ρ(T) = ρn

[
exp

(
Ueff/kBT

) ]s with Ueff =

kBT(Tc − T)/(Tc − Tg). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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[31], which show strong 2D behaviors. Let’s compare these U0 and α 
values at B = 1 T with those of other iron-based high-Tc superconductors 
with similar Tc to our samples. As shown in Fig. 6, (Ca0.85L-
a0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 represents U0 ~ 11000 K at B = 1 T and 
Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 represents U0 ~ 3000 K. First, in su-
perconductors with Tc similar to that of the former, CeFeAsO0.85F0.15 (Tc 
~ 33 K) shows U0 ~ 1400 K with α ~ 0.5 [32], Ba0.72K0.28Fe2As2 (Tc ~ 
32 K) shows U0 ~ 5000 K with α ~ 0.2 [33], and Ca0.82La0.18FeAs2 (Tc ~ 
39 K) shows U0 ~ 8500 K with α ~ 0.34 [34]. Compared to these ma-
terials, U0 and α found in (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 is signifi-
cantly larger, which indicates that the vortex lines in this sample is 
strongly pinned. Next, in a superconductor with Tc similar to that of the 
latter, FeSe0.4Te0.6 (Tc ~ 14 K) shows U0 ~ 1200 K and α ~ 0.86 [35], 
Fe1+y(Te1+xSx)2 (Tc = 9 K) shows U0 ~ 200 K and α ~ 0.21 [36], and 
NaFe0.97Co0.03As (Tc ~ 14 K) shows U0 ~ 700 K and α ~ 0.27 [37]. 
Compared to these materials, the values of U0 and α found in (Ca0.85L-
a0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 are more than twice as large. In addition to 
this, the underdoped Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe1− xPtx)2As2)5 with lower Tc = 9.5 
K showed U0 ~ 2000 K at 1 T and U0(B)̃ B− α with α ~ 1 above 0.5 T, 
determined by magnetic susceptibility measurement [17]. The U0(B) 
behavior in the underdoped sample is similar to that of our optimally 
doped sample, but U0 is significantly smaller and α is also significantly 
smaller. This difference may be caused by the difference in Tc and a 
doping amount of Pt. These results clearly indicate that our Ca10(Pt3As8) 
((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 sample strongly pins the vortex compared to these 
reported samples. The difference in U0 between (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8) 
(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 is closely related to Tc, 
but individual differences in defect density, defect location and pinning 
strength will certainly play a major role. 

As shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b), Ua(T), determined by experiments with 
(Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 
respectively, begins to deviate upward from the green line of Ua(T) 
interpreted as TAFM in the temperature region below T* and then 
fluctuates significantly at lower temperatures. The fluctuation of Ua(T) is 
caused by a measurement error due to close proximity to zero electrical 
resistance, indicating the presence of a second order phase transition 
from the vortex liquid phase to the vortex glass phase. From this point of 
view, the deviation of Ua(T) below T* is due to the increased effective 
activation energy caused by gradual vortex glass development as the 
temperature decreases in the vortex liquid phase, and this temperature 
region is called a critical region present in the vortex liquid phase. Ac-
cording to the vortex glass theory [38], the electrical resistivity in this 
critical region is completely zero at the Tg temperature while satisfying 
ρ(T)

⃒
⃒T − Tg

⃒
⃒ν(z+2− d), where d is the dimensionality of the sample (d = 3 

in these two samples), ν is the static index for vortex-glass correlation 
length, and z is the dynamic index for correlation time. Therefore, the 
logarithmic differential of this electrical resistivity is linearly dependent 
on T, i.e. 

R =

(
dlnρ(T)

dT

)− 1

=
1
s
(
T − Tg

)
(4)  

where s = ν(z + 2-d) is the inverse of the slope of Eq. (4). The red solid 
line in Fig. 3(e) and (f) is the best fit for R at 6 T with Eq. (4) in 
(Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5, 
respectively. The solid red line in Fig. 7(a) and (b) represents the cor-
responding best fits for R obtained from the data measured in each 
magnetic field. This fit agrees well within the higher temperature limit 
of T*. R using the fitting values obtained from the TAFM model dis-
cussed above is drawn in green line in Fig. 3(e) and (f), and the results 
agree well with the experimental values above T*. From the fitting using 
Eq. (4), the vortex glass temperature Tg and critical exponent s were 
evaluated, and the magnetic field dependence of Tg, which is denoted 
Bg(T), and s is shown in Figs. 8(a)-(b) and 9(a)-(b), respectively. 

According to Lie et al., the thermal activity energy in the critical 
region present in the vortex liquid phase is given as 
Ueff = kBT(Tc − T)/(Tc − Tg) and the electrical resistivity is given as 
ρ(T) = ρn

[
exp

(
Ueff/kBT

) ]s, which is consistent with the vortex-glass 
theory [38,39]. This means that the electrical resistivity ρ(T) can be 
scaled within this critical region for the temperature scale 
(
T − Tg

)/(
Tc − Tg

)
. Fig. 10(a) and (b) show the scaling of electrical re-

sistivity for (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(Pt3As8) 
((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5, respectively. In this scaling, the Tg and Tc obtained 
by the fitting discussed above were used. Data for different magnetic 
fields are not scaled into one value, which means that the value of the 
exponent s depends on the magnetic field. The magnetic field depen-
dence of the s value determined by this scaling is shown in blue solid 
squares in Fig. 9(a) and (b) for (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and 
Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5, respectively. In both samples studied, 
these s values are in good agreement with the results determined from 
Eq. (4). The magnetic field dependence of exponent s has been found in 
many iron-based superconductors [40,41]. Using ρ(T) =

ρn
[
exp

(
Ueff/kBT

) ]s, Tc, Tg, and s obtained by the scaling, Ua(T) and D(T) 
calculated at 6 T are drawn with red solid lines in Fig. 3(a)-(b) and (c)- 
(d), respectively. These are well matched with experimental data in the 
critical region. Ua(T) and D(T) for each measured magnetic field are 
shown with red solid lines in Figs. 4(a)-(b) and 5(a)-(b), respectively. 

Generally, in 3D vortex glass, the s value lies between 2.7 and 8.5 
[26]. The s values for (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(Pt3As8) 
((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 increase slightly within the values seen in 3D vortex 
glass as the magnetic field decreases in both samples as shown in Fig. 9 
(a) and (b), respectively. Therefore, (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 
undergoes a phase transition from 3D vortex glass with s > 2.7 to 3D 
vortex liquid q = 1.52 at Tg, which means that the 3D correlation created 

Fig. 6. (a) and (b): magnetic field dependence of thermal activation energy U0 

on flux motion when B//c in (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(Pt3As8) 
((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 single crystals, respectively. The red line is a linear fit. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 
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below Tg is maintained up to high temperature. Meanwhile, Ca10(P-
t3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 undergoes a phase transition from 2D vortex 
liquid having q = 2 to 3D vortex glass having s > 2.7 at Tg. Physically 
speaking, for Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5, when the pancake-like 
2D vortex in the activation flux region above T* enters the critical re-
gion just below T*, it begins to transform into a disordered cylindric 3D 
vortex, which is further evolved below Tg, eventually creating 3D vortex 
glass. As discussed above, the dimensional difference between the two 
samples in the vortex liquid phase could be understood as the difference 

in the magnitude of the anisotropy γ near Tc. The dimensional crossover 
found in Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 can also be understood as the 
temperature dependence of the γ-value. In this sense, (Ca0.85L-
a0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 seems to show very weak temperature depen-
dence of anisotropy γ in the temperature range from Tc down to Tg, 
whereas Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 seems to significantly weaken 
the anisotropy as the temperature decreases in the temperature range. In 
order to confirm the dimensional crossover interpreted as the temper-
ature dependence of the anisotropy, the band calculation using the first 

Fig. 7. (a) and (b): Temperature dependence of R = (dlnρ(T)/dT )
− 1 at each magnetic field in (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 

single crystals, respectively. The red line is the fit according to TAFM model, and the green line is the fit according to Eq. (4). (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 8. (a) and (b): B-T phase diagram for B//c in (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 single crystals, respectively. The green 
dashed line is the fit according to Bg(T) = B0(1 − T/Tc)

m. The blue dashed line indicates the separation of the thermal activation vortex liquid region and the flux 
flow region. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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principle method including the accurate many-body effect is required. 
(Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 with 3D vortex liquid is considered to 
be more advantageous in application than Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92P-
t0.08)2As2)5 with vortex-dimensional crossover, because 2D vortex liquid 
with large anisotropy causes easy energy dissipation due to more sig-
nificant thermal fluctuation. A similar dimensional crossover in vortex 
was also observed in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ [42]. 

The B-T phase diagrams for the B//c-axis in (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8) 
(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 are shown in Fig. 8 (a) 
and (b), respectively. Both samples show three distinct regions. GTL 
transition separates the vortex glass and vortex liquid regions into Bg(T). 
This vortex glass line is well described as Bg(T) = B0(1 − T/Tc)

m with B0 
= 47.5 T and m = 1.7 for (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and B0 =

18.2 T and m = 2 for Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5, where B0 is the 
zero-temperature vortex glass field and m is the exponent. The evaluated 
m values are similar to those for cuprates and iron-based superconduc-
tors [39,40,43]. The vortex liquid is divided into the critical region near 
Tg and the thermal activation region. These two regions are separated by 
B*(T). Nevertheless, the critical region is well described by thermal 
activation with the effective pinning activation energy Ueff discussed 
above. The blue dashed line separating this thermal activation vortex 
liquid region and the unpinned vortex liquid region is obtained by the 
temperature at which the fitting green lines obtained with Eqs. (1) and 
(2) began to deviate from the measured data, as shown in Fig. 3 (a)-(d). 
The flux flow region is up to B90%

c2 , which was determined with 90%⋅ρn 

criterion in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). For (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5, B90%
c2 

increases as the temperature increases. As shown in Fig. 2, the signifi-
cant round effect in the electrical resistivity near Tc caused a large error 
in determined B90%

c2 , which is believed to have caused the increase in 
B90%

c2 . 

Conclusion 

In summary, the temperature dependence of the detailed electrical 
resistivity under a magnetic field in (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 
and Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 single crystals with optimally 
doped electrons was measured to study the vortex phases and vortex 
dynamics. The vortex phases for the two samples are similarly divided 
into three vortex regions, but the temperature ranges in each region are 

Fig. 9. (a) and (b): the magnetic field dependence of 
s when B//c in (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and 
Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 single crystals, 
respectively. The red solid circle is the fit according 
to Eq. (4), the blue solid square is the fit according to 
the expression ρn

[
exp

(
Ueff/kBT

) ]s with Ueff =

kBT(Tc − T)/(Tc − Tg), and green solid triangle is the 
fit according to Eq. (2). (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader 
is referred to the web version of this article.)   

Fig. 10. (a) and (b): Scaling of temperature dependent electrical resistivity 
when B//c in (Ca0.85La0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 and Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92P-
t0.08)2As2)5 single crystals, respectively. Data in critical regions show power law 
behavior with exponent s. Here, the s value varies from 4 to 8 depending on the 
magnetic field. 
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different for the two samples. The vortex glass region is well understood 
by the vortex glass theory with the 3D vortex glass. Vortex liquid regions 
are well described by thermally activated flux motion, but are divided 
into critical and activated flux motion regions due to the difference in 
temperature dependence of activation energy. The effective activation 
energy in critical region is given as Ueff = kBT(Tc − T)/(Tc − Tg), and the 
activation energy in the activated flux motion region is given by 
nonlinear U(T,B) = U0(B)(1 − t)q. The magnetic field dependence of 
zero-temperature activation energy shows the form of U0(B)̃ B− α from 
the low magnetic field. Compared to other iron-based superconductors, 
the evaluated U0 is large in a low magnetic field and α is also large due to 
strongly pinned and entangled vortex lines. When the transition occurs 
from the vortex glass phase to the vortex liquid phase at Tg, (Ca0.85L-
a0.15)10(Pt3As8)(Fe2As2)5 maintains 3D without vortex dimensional 
crossover, but Ca10(Pt3As8)((Fe0.92Pt0.08)2As2)5 shows the crossover 
from 3D vortex glass to 2D vortex liquid. This seems to be due to the 
temperature dependence of anisotropy γ, but in order to confirm this, a 
band calculation considering the many-body effect is required. 
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